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Back in 2011 they infested me with parasites (they eat up your insides like agent Orange), then blocked any medical
treatment, which shows malicious intent. They stopped treatment during 11 hospital visits in 2011. Even on MediCal
they still won’t treat me (thru obstruction), by losing treatment requests in the mail, issuing false diagnosis,
impersonating a quack. My last doctor seemed to be milking the poverty program funds with unnecessary treatment
requests, at the States expense. The other doctor kept losing treatment authorizations in the mail, for 2 months. He
didn’t even bother with an Xray. Neither did the quack.
The Unknowns impersonate Medical personnel, which explains everything. It’s easier for an impersonator to refuse
medical treatment, thru false diagnosis, than it would be for an authorized doctor you select out of a MediCAL directory.
Which explains how 3 hospitals (11 visits) refused to treat me for parasites, back in 2011.
By 2015 I was so poor I qualified for MediCal, and doctor 1 promptly delayed any examination for months (June 8 2015
thru July 31st), by losing the authorization letters in the mail, not once, but twice. The doctor didn’t even acknowledge
my claim (parasite in throat), and sent the request letters as “sore throat”.
Then finally the throat doctor, wouldn’t acknowledge my claim either (parasite in throat), and sent request letters as
“pain in throat”. The request was to shove a camera down my throat, like the parasite was gonna sit there for the photo
op. The Unknowns always shoot for a false diagnosis as the excuse to do bad things, suggesting the parasites (likely
worm desease, and I’m not even a doctor), is a drawn out elimination attempt.
Neither doctor took preliminary x rays, which makes things simple “oh there he is, look”.
On the dental side, the dentist wouldn’t do anything until I coughed up $400 to clean my k9’s. I was so poor, I didn’t
have the $400, so he didn’t work on my mouth. I thought MediCal meant free dental.
Later the next dentist blatantly ignored MediCal, and billed me $3830 before he could start on my mouth. This was after
my savings was drained $2430 due to a rash of car problems. He wouldn’t take Xrays either, even though MediCal paid
for Xrays. I later suspected the Xrays would show parasites.
Consequently I’m left with cracked teeth, missing fillings, missing crowns, chipped teeth, the result of no dental care the
last 10 years.
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